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            We believe nothing is more important than family.

            

            That’s why our plans allow families to save over $900 per year.

          

          
            




    
        
            
                
                    
                        Find out how much you can save

                    
      
                                            

                        
                            
                            
                            How Many Lines Do You Need?

                                
                                    1

                                    2

                                    3
                                    
                                    4+

                                

                            


                            
                            
                                How Much Data Do You Need?

                                
                                    < 2
                                                GB

                                    2-4
                                                GB

                                    4-6
                                                GB

                                    6-10
                                                GB

                                    10-20
                                                GB

                                    Unlimited

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            Select Your Current Carrier

                                
                                    Verizon

                                    T-Mobile

                                    AT&T

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Other Provider
AT&T Prepaid
Boost Mobile
Consumer Cellular
Freedom Pop
H2O Wireless
Metro by T-Mobile
Mint Mobile
Red Pocket Mobile
Simple Mobile
Spectrum Mobile
Straight Talk
T-Mobile Prepaid
Total Wireless
Verizon Prepaid
Virgin Mobile
Xfinity Mobile
Other


                                    

                                
                                
                            


                            
                            
                                How Much Do You Pay Per Month?

                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                

                                GET YOUR RESULTS
                            


                            
                            
                                Your Results

                                You could be saving ${{this.savings.save}} PER MONTH by switching to our
{{this.savings.plan}} plan.

                                

                                
                                    Email Me This Deal
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                                            Please enter a valid email address.

                                                
                                                    I consent to having my information processed in order to receive personalized marketing material via email, phone, or text in accordance with the Privacy Policy. 
  View our  Terms and Conditions.

                                                    By submitting your email address, you agree to receive emails from PureTalk regarding PureTalk products and services.
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                                Start Over?
                            


                            
                            
                                Hmmm... It looks like you're getting a pretty good deal.

                                However, are you getting our great PureTalk Benefits?
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          PureTalk Cell Phone Plans

          
            Wireless with integrity

          

          
            [image: A green Icon of a family of 4 representing PureTalk’s belief in the importance of family]
            We believe 
this is still the
              greatest country in the world, and we believe nothing is more important than family. That’s why we offer a
              variety of mix and match plans to suit the needs of every person in your family.

          

          

          
            [image: A green icon of the US flag representing PureTalk’s belief in creating jobs for Americans.]
            We believe 
in creating jobs for
              Americans, instead of offshoring just to save a buck like other big businesses. That’s why our friendly
              and knowledgeable customer service team is based right here in the U.S.

          

          

          
            [image: A green icon of a piggy bank representing PureTalk’s belief in giving our customers exactly what they need for a low monthly cost.]
            We believe 
you deserve better from
              your wireless company, not to be pigeonholed into an unlimited data plan you don’t need. That’s why we
              offer plans starting at $20 with no contracts and no hidden fees.

          

          

          
            [image: A green icon of a thumbs up representing PureTalk’s belief in giving our customer superior nationwide coverage at half the cost without the politics.]
            We believe 
in offering a great
              product at a fair price with excellent service, without the politics that big business pushes on
              Americans. With PureTalk you get superior nationwide coverage at half the cost without the politics.

          

        

      

    

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            How switching to PureTalk works
                                
                        

                        
                            Step 
1

                            Choose your plan for each line. Save more when you add more lines.

                        

                        
                            

                        

                        
                            Step 
2

                            Choose your new phone or use your current phone.

                        

                        
                            

                        

                        
                            Step 
3

                            Check out with easy financing options.

                        

                        
                            

                        

                        
                            Step 
4

                            Activate and start using your PureTalk wireless service as early as today.

                        

                    

                
                    
            

        

    


    
    
      
        
          
            
              Mix & match family plans

              [image: An image of a family of 4, kneeling down on a beach and taking a selfie.]
              No matter what your family’s wireless needs are, PureTalk’s Mix & Match Family Plans let you choose the
                right plan for each family member’s needs. You can have any number of lines and choose the perfect
                wireless plan for each one.

              Learn More
            

          

          
            
              Great plans for seniors!

              [image: An image of a senior couple in athletic outfits and helmets, holding their bike handles while looking at a cell phone.]
              Did you know that most seniors use less than 2GB of data per month? Switch today and only pay for what
                you need! Receive the same great service and nationwide coverage while saving money each month.

              Learn More
            

          

        

      

    

    
    


  
    Have questions?
  

  
    To speak to one of our customer support specialists, please call: 
 (877) 820-7873
    
      CLICK TO CALL
    

  




    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            [image: Blue map of the continental USA, representing PureTalk’s nationwide coverage]
                            
                                Check your 
 coverage

                                Make sure you have service
 where you live, work and play
                                
                                
                                    Check Coverage
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                            [image: A blue icon of a cell phone.]
                            
                                Check 
 your phone

                                Want to keep your phone?
Make sure it will work on our network

                                
                                    
                                    
                                     
                                

                                Enter *#06# on your phone's dial pad to find your IMEI.
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                            Enter *#06# on your phone's dial pad to find your IMEI.

                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                Compatibility Checker

                
                    ×
                
            

            
                Your Phone is 
compatible

                

                
                    Important!

                    
                        Your phone must be UNLOCKED 
to work with PureTalk!
                    

                    
                        Your phone cannot be tied to another carrier contract or payment plan. This compatibility
                        checker does not validate if a phone is
                        locked or unlocked. Contact your current carrier if you are uncertain, and they can unlock
                        it for you.
                    

                


                
                    

                


                
                    See our plans
                

            

        
 
    
 

 
     
          
               
                    Compatibility Checker

                    ×
               

               
                    
                         Sorry, Your Phone is 
not compatible

                         
                              
                                   The phone associated with the device ID you entered is not compatible with the PureTalk GSM network and/or has been reported lost or stolen.

                              

                         

                         
                              Check another Phone
                         

                    


               

          
 
     
 

 

    
        
            
                

                
                    ×
                
            

            
                
                    

                

                
                    See our plans
                

            

        
 
    
 

 

    
    

    
        
            
                Featured Phones

                PureTalk offers a large selection of the latest iPhones and Androids. You’re sure to find your new favorite!

            

        

    






    
        Best Smartphone Deals.

        

                            
                    
                        
                            [image: Image of: PureTalk Apple iPhone SE 3rd Gen 64GB Midnight]
                        
                                                    
                                [image: Blue icon icon with the following text: Up to $250 off with qualifying plan.]
                            

                                                Apple
iPhone SE 3rd Gen


                                                    
                                
                                    Per Month$5.97
                                

                                
                                    Your Price$179.00
                                

                                
                                    Retail Price429.00
                                

                            

                                            

                    
                                                    
                                Details
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                                                Schok FLIP
Classic


                                                    
                                
                                    Per Month$1.67
                                

                                
                                    Your Price$50.00
                                

                                
                                    Retail Price109.00
                                

                            

                                            

                    
                                                    
                                Details
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                                                Nokia
2780


                                                    
                                
                                    Per Month$1.67
                                

                                
                                    Your Price$50.00
                                

                                
                                    Retail Price89.99
                                

                            

                                            

                    
                                                    
                                Details
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                                                Motorola
Moto G 5G 2023


                                                    
                                
                                    Per Month$1.67
                                

                                
                                    Your Price$50.00
                                

                                
                                    Retail Price249.99
                                

                            

                                            

                    
                                                    
                                Details
                            
                                            

                

                    

    





    
        
            
                Shop All Phones
            

        

    


    
    
    
        
            
                Like what you see & ready to make the switch?


                Choose Plans
            

        

    
        

    
    
      
        [image: Image of a blue background, on the left there is PureTalk’s Money Back Guarantee icon, shaped like a shield. On the right, we have the following text: 100% Money Back back guarantee. There is also a green button with learn more written on it.]
      
    

    
    
    
        
            [image: An image of an American soldier holding a mug and kissing his wife on the forehead. On the right, there is text stating: We did it! We’ve reached our goal of paying off $10 million of veterans’’ debt. We couldn’t have done it without you.]
        

        
            [image: Black background with images of the new Apple Watch Series 9 in multiple colors. On the left, we see the following text: Apple Watch Series 9, Smarter. Brighter. Mightier. With a blue button with shop watches written on it.]
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            [image: Black background with a close shot image of the new iPhone 15 Pro in black. On the left, we see the following text: Titanium Apple iPhone 15 Pro less than $25 a month*, and a blue button with buy now written on it.]
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            [image: A close up shot of an American soldier on the background. The AWP – America’s Warrior Partnership logo on the middle with the following text: Join PureTalk and AWP in the fight to prevent veteran suicide. Round up your total at checkout to support America’s Warrior Partnership, with a green button with learn more written on it.]
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        Our customers love what we do!
      

    

    
      
        
          
            I was hesitant to leave AT&T though my bill kept increasing decade after decade. But my brother insisted I
            try PureTalk. So, one day I did. From the first conversation I had, I knew the customer service was first
            rate. In fact, I put them up there with Apple support, which is my gold standard. The customer service at
            PureTalk is excellent. They employ knowledgeable, well -spoken young people who use patience, kindness and
            clarity to communicate. I am so happy with PureTalk!
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                Lynellen Carmoney

                review via Trustpilot
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            Great service. Great price. Extremely helpful customer service. I've had them all. This company is the best
            mobile phone company I've ever had!
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                Mr. Smith

                review via Trustpilot
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            First of all, this is a great veteran owned company and a company that loves America. The service was great,
            the staff was wonderful. I wish every company was like this.
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                Vinson Johnson

                review via Trustpilot
              

            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            Customer Service is phenomenal! It’s refreshing to talk to someone so quickly when calling about a technical
            glitch which they handled quickly and with grace. Website is easy to navigate. So so glad we made the
            switch. Thank you!
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                Tracy of Fayetteville, AR

                review via Trustpilot
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            We have been satisfied with our PureTalk experience. Coverage has been good as our previous company. We save
            around $100 a month getting more data. Customer service is always great as well!
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                Darin of Rock Valley, IA

                review via Trustpilot
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            I love PureTalk. It is very affordable and I don’t have to worry about running out of minutes every 30 days.
            Plus the call quality is awesome. I would recommend this phone service to everyone. I also got this service
            for both my daughters.
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                Cody of Witt, IL

                review via Trustpilot
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          2,184 reviews
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          3,350 reviews
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          6,859 reviews
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                            PureTalk requires Device Protection on all subsidized, free, or financed devices.
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                            DROPS

                            
                                From cracked screens to broken internal parts, we cover the big damage
                                that can come from even the smallest falls.
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                            DROPS

                            
                                From cracked screens to broken internal parts, we cover the big damage
                                that can come from even the smallest falls.
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                            ALL MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL FAILURES

                            
                                Plan covers beyond manufacturer's warranty, or if manufacturer denies
                                coverage for common failures.
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                            Fast Repairs & Replacements

                            Same-day repairs in many locations.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Claims have a deductible ranging between $49-$149
                            depending on the purchase price of the device.
                        

                        
                            PureTalk Terms And Conditions
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                            Allstate Terms And Conditions
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